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Nobel prize winner delivers Global Academy
Annual Innovation Lecture
“Our best
students must
learn how to
learn”
Nobel Prize winner
Sir Martin Evans
Sir Martin Evans

Nobel Prize Winner Professor Sir Martin Evans marked

The aim of the lecture, managed by the University of

the inaugural Global Academy Annual Innovation

Wales Global Academy, was to bring POWIS scholars

Lecture, held in Cardiff Castle on 15 March 2011, by

and leaders within the field of innovation together

delivering a headline lecture.

to share best practice and learn from a distinguished
scientist who, throughout his career, has accrued

The lecture centred on Sir Martin’s indefatigable work

manifold awards in recognition of his services to stem

within the field of stem cell research and underscored

cell research.

its impact on our everyday lives.
Speaking at the lecture, Director of the University of
In attendance were 80 people made up of

Wales Global Academy, Professor Dylan Jones-Evans,

representatives of bioscience companies, academics

commented:

and luminaries of the public health sector as well as
Continued on next page...

Prince of Wales Innovation Scholars (POWIS).
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“By developing programmes such as POWIS, the

Sir Martin Evans

University of Wales is encouraging greater innovation
across Wales.
We are especially proud that Sir Martin has agreed to
give the first in this series of innovation lectures which
will provide the inspiration for a new generation
of scientists, engineers and, hopefully, Nobel Prize
winners based in Wales.”
Sir Martin Evans, added:
“It is important not to teach students just to learn,
but to learn to explore outside of the boxes we tend
to put them into.”
By Tom Barratt
Press Officer

Keep up-to-date with the
latest University news
on our website at
www.wales.ac.uk.

April/May events
15 April		

University of Wales Annual Moderators’ Meeting, Cardiff

18–20 April		

AUA Jubilee Conference and Exhibition, Nottingham

4 May			

HEA Seminar ‘Inclusive Assessment Policy and Practice in Higher Education’, York

4–5 May		
			

University of Wales Alliance Thematic group for Academic Quality Conference: Sharing Best
Practice, Gregynog Hall, Wales

9–11 May		

University of Wales, Newport CELT Writing Retreat, Gregynog Hall, Wales

12 May		
			

QAA Conference ‘Future directions for higher education in Wales: Responsive provision in
Wales’, Llandrindod Wells

13 – 14 May		

University of Wales Research Students Conference, Cardiff
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Ever wondered how to get published?

Click to
PLAY
The practice of regular writing and publishing is a

of research. Fear of rejection was noted as a common

research activity which is considered fundamental

problem. There was agreement that this could be

to contemporary academic life, although it is one

mitigated by careful preparation, perseverance,

which many academics find challenging. Professor

and the knowledge that “there is no such thing

Simon Haslett, Dean of STEM at the University of

as a perfect research paper”. In addition, we were

Wales, led a workshop on this theme at Swansea

reminded of the part we play in making research

Metropolitan University on 30 March 2011. Its aim

accessible – by publishing in open access journals,

was to encourage all academics – both postgraduate

for instance – thus helping to dispel the myth of the

students at the start of their careers, and established

academic “ivory tower”.

experts – to write and submit papers for publication
Professor Haslett encouraged the audience to “keep

regularly.

writing as a frequent part of [their] activity” and
We discussed possible barriers to writing; young

argued that the writing process itself facilitates

academics perhaps lack the confidence to submit;

research by providing a means of reflection and

or, faced with a broad array of publications, struggle

interpretation. We were invited to contribute our

to find a suitable destination for their submission.

experiences and tips to his blog, where the Seminar’s

Lecturers, meanwhile, find it difficult to make time

presentation slides and photographs of the event

to write – particularly within institutions where much

can also be found (http://academic-publishing.

energy is focused on teaching. As a result, academics

blogspot.com/2011/03/swansea-metropolitan-

may feel that they lack “permission to write”, even if

university-seminar.html). Professor Haslett’s

this is not the case.

expertise and enthusiasm for writing made for a
stimulating workshop within which much knowledge

Much of the workshop was devoted to generating

and experience was shared – an apt reminder

strategies for overcoming these obstacles.

that together we form a thriving, cooperative and

Participants agreed that it was important to

engaged academic community.

remember the incentives to write: the opportunity
for recognition; exposure to peer review; and the

By Emily Blewitt

valuable contribution they could make to their field

PhD Student
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Views from the Faculty - Women get pregnant, you
Following a European Court
of Justice ruling though,
neither is a reason for gender
discrimination.
On 1st and 2nd March 2011, headlines sensationally
protested against this, e.g., ‘SHOCK EU RULING OF
25 PERCENT HIKE IN CAR INSURANCE IS ‘UTTER
MADNESS’ (http://www.express.co.uk/posts/
view/231949/Shock-EU-ruling-hits-women-driverswith-25-percent-hike). Let’s look at this more closely.
Firstly, the Court of Justice does not make rules, it
interprets them. In this case, Directive 2004/113, on
equal treatment in the access to and supply of goods
and services and notably that a transition period
could not continue beyond its expiry date.

Professor Nigel Foster

Secondly, did this ruling come as a shock to the UK or

young female to male drivers. This was generally

the insurance industry? No, not at all. The Directive

accepted, despite the general support for gender

was enacted by the Council of Ministers under a

equality in society. How is this to be resolved? All

Treaty Article which still requires unanimity of all

insurance is based on the pooling of risk and the

states, including the UK, to become law. As for the

solidarity which is created between the insured. It

insurance industry, from 2001, it had commenced

spreads the cost. It is a question of defining the

discussions with the EU Commission on equal

pool of risk (large, small, specialised, non-specialised

treatment in fields other than work and employment

and so on), which in turn determines premiums and

(consultation Document CNS/2003/0265) resulting

this is decided by the insurers. By defining the pool

in a Directive proposal in November 2003. The

as separate markets for young male and young

Commission noted the differences in the use of

female drivers, the insurers in this country created a

gender factors across member states, so therefore

difference of treatment and a resulting disadvantage

provided a longer transposition period of three years

for one sex or the other, with the ability to charge

for the Directive, along with an additional transition

very high premiums for all young male drivers. The

period of 5 years (ending 21st December 2012). The

gender factor is not applied in this way for older men

UK and the industry therefore had at least 8 years to

and women, demonstrating that risk need not be

adjust and prepare for the changes required.

distributed by gender discrimination. The risk pool
and thus premiums could be defined and spread

Regarding the argument against change, this was

equally amongst all young drivers. If approached

based on the differing risk and thus premiums of

originally like that, there would have been no
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ung men drive badly...

Taught Degrees
Board
The University`s Taught Degrees Board (TDB) is
an important part of the sophisticated committee
machinery which is in place to ensure the University
meets its obligations with respect to the quality,
standards and enhancement of all its taught degree
awards.
Professor Nigel Palastanga (Pro Vice-Chancellor
Learning, Teaching and Enhancement) is the Chair
of the TDB. The remaining membership of the
Board includes representatives from the University`s
associated institutions, its collaborative centres and
from the University`s Academic Faculty. In addition,
there is significant external representation and two
students from the collaborative centres sit on the
Board. TDB meets at least five times a year and the
agenda for each meeting is varied and challenging
due to the extensive range of schemes of study for
which is has detailed responsibility on behalf of the

question of discrimination. Hence, the European

Academic Board.

Court of Justice decided that European society’s
respect for equal treatment is so high, gender must

The work undertaken at each meeting relates to the

not be the defining factor for risk pools in insurance

taught degrees offered at the University`s network

and that the transition period will come to an end, as

of collaborative centres in addition to those made

set out in the Directive, on 21/12/2012.

available at the associated institutions in Wales. The
extent of the Board`s remit includes:

Some 30 years ago, similar arguments were raised
by employers reluctant to employ women of child-

•

bearing age because they might be absent from

the development and maintenance of regulations
for the University’s taught awards

work for periods of maternity leave, thus increasing

•

the employers’ costs. Factually that is true, there is

consideration of potential new proposals for
validation

a price to pay, but as a society we decided it was

•

unacceptable to discriminate against women in the

receiving reports of validation and review
exercises

labour market. The same argument must hold true in

•

the field of insurance and young men.

the receipt of annual overview analyses
of external examiner reports for all taught
programmes leading to the University’s awards.

By Professor Nigel Foster
Dean of the School of Business and Law
University of Wales Faculty
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Meeting Jo Hare...
A student member of the
University of Wales Research
Degrees Board (RDB).
Jo is currently undertaking her PhD studies in
Interaction Design at UWIC. Here, all research
students are given the title of Academic Associates,
in recognition of their standing within the institution
and the student community.
She is an active member of the Academics Associates
Committee (AAC) in UWIC, which meets monthly to
provide the student body with feedback and news
from various University committees.
Jo Hare, PhD student

The AAC also undertakes to organise a variety of
events for the research students at UWIC, from
bowling nights and multicultural dinner parties to

online resource intended to offer research students

the annual Poster Symposium which brings students

the means to network and communicate with one

together to present and discuss their research.

another at a distance. She will also be taking part in
the University’s Research Students’ Conference, to

Before joining UWIC, Jo had worked as a product

be held in Cardiff in May, where she will be chairing

designer at Exmoor Plastics. Before that, she had

the inaugural meeting of the UW Research Students’

spent a year working in Munich for BMW’s design

Committee.

and development department, as part of her
undergraduate studies at De Montfort University.

Career-wise, Jo would like to continue working
between the commercial and academic sectors,

Over the last few years Jo has participated in

making sure that commercial production methods

academic conferences and commercial events in

are informed by cutting-edge research on product

her field of research, both as a presenter and as a

development, and vice versa.

workshop facilitator. In addition she has co-edited
a special edition of Interacting with Computers,

In the meantime, Jo is keen to hear from all research

focusing on physicality and interaction. All this

students on their views and ideas for enhancing the

has fed into her current professional activities of

student experience.

working with commercial companies to develop their
interactive design processes.
By Harriett Brewster
Within UW Jo has been helping with the

Student Liaison Officer

development of a Virtual Graduate School, an

The University`s Taught Degrees Board (TDB) is OF
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Thomas Ellis Scholarship deadline approaches

From left to right: Gwawr Ifan and Dr Guto Pryderi Puw

The deadline for applications for the next Thomas Ellis
Scholarship award is 1 June 2011.

Currently studying for a PhD in Music in Therapy at
Bangor’s School of Music, Gwawr Ifan used her award
to pay for a trip to Australia where she attended an
international conference which takes its focus on
Music in Therapy, an area in which the Antipodes is
considered to be pioneering. Whilst at the conference,
she delivered a paper on Music in Therapy and visited
specialists practicing Music in Therapy.

To apply or for more information, please visit
http://www.wales.ac.uk/en/Scholarships/
ScholarshipRecords/ThomasEllisMemorial.aspx.
The last scholarship award went to a music lecturer at
Bangor University, Dr Guto Pryderi Puw, who received
£1500, while Ph.D student, Gwawr Ifan, also of Bangor
University, received £1000.

Highlighting the importance of the award to her
research, Gwawr said;

As resident composer with the BBC National Orchestra
of Wales from 2006 until 2010, Guto plans to spend
the award on documenting the results of four year’s
worth of compositions, of which to date there are no
studio-based recordings.

“It is a great privilege to be named as the winner of
the Thomas Ellis Memorial Fund. The award has been
a great help to me in my doctoral research, through
enabling me to travel to Australia where I have made
significant connections.

Speaking of winning the award, Dr Guto Pryderi Puw
said;

“I am very grateful for this special opportunity and for
the important contacts I have made that will benefit
the School of Music at Bangor in future”

“Producing a CD of my orchestral compositions
would create a comprehensive collection of my
recent creative output and would be an important
contribution to my research profile. This wouldn’t be
possible without the generosity of the University of
Wales.”

By Tom Barratt
Press Officer
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Profile of a University of Wales collaborative
centre: Centro Andaluz de Estudios
Empresariales (CEADE)
CEADE is a progressive and dynamic private higher

prepare students effectively for their chosen career

education institution located within the site of Seville

by developing professional capabilities relevant to

Expo 92.

this context. Employer engagement is an important
consideration in the design of UW validated

Commencing its educational activities in 1991,

programmes.

CEADE formed a collaborative relationship with
the University of Wales in 1995 through the

Students are offered the chance of improving their

validation of its degree programmes in business and

professional experience through work placements in

communication subjects.

organisations which range from large international
companies to small family businesses.

In 1997, this was extended to include the validation
of a BSc (Hons) in Tourism Management. All

The benefits of these learning opportunities can be

validated programmes have been subject to three

seen when students graduate, with some 97% of

successful Quinquennial Reviews in July 2000, July

them progressing into suitable employment.

2005 and July 2010.
By Jenna Williams
Validation Officer

Through its strong relationships and links with
local commerce and industry, CEADE has sought to

Facts and figures
Institution and location:		

Centro Andaluz de Estudios Empresariales (CEADE), Seville, Spain

Collaborated with UW since:		

1995

UW validated programmes here:

BSc (Hons) Business and Marketing

				

BSc (Hons) Communication Sciences (Journalism)

					

BSc (Hons) Communication Sciences (Advertising and Public Relations)

					

BSc (Hons) Tourism Management

Current number of UW students:

551

For more information about CEADE, please visit http://www.ceade.es/index.php

The text of this publication can be made available in alternative
formats - please contact the University.
qualitynews@wales.ac.uk
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